
Goals:   

 Improve consistency, interpretation and application of rules across NAA pools. 

 Improve swimmer’s and coach’s knowledge of rules. 

 Reduce amount of infractions called at Time Trials and Big Meet. 

Current Situation: 

 Very inconsistent approach to calling infractions, for kids above the 8 and under division at the 
weekly meets.  

 Several of the coaches are unaware of all the Swim Canada rules since they have changed over 
the years and the rule book is constantly being modified on an annual basis. 

 Limited certified officials outside of the A division which leads to varying degrees of application 
of the rules. 

 Time Trials and Big Meet are managed per the Swim Canada Regulations and as a result several 
kids get disqualified at major events since they were never informed of the infractions earlier.  

Current language in NAA constitution: 

Swimming / Natation Canada rules will prevail. Their application, however will be  

moderated for "8 and under". In individual events an "8 and under" may be disqualified  

for the use of the wrong pull only. In "8 and under” relay events, a team will be  

disqualified for a "too early" takeoff by a member of the team or wrong pull by a  

competitor. Swimmers for legs where there is no starting block will start at the wall in the pool. It 
is recommended that a coach be on deck with the "8 and under" relay. All competitors will 

however receive a ribbon. 

Based on the above everything should be called as per the Swim Canada rules but today those rules 

are being applied differently by each referee of the Weds night meets. 

 Recommendation:   

 Leverage and apply SNC rules in an incremental/ladder fashion from week to week to help kids 
and coaches become familiar with the regulations and ensure more awareness by when we get 
to Time Trial and Big Meet. 

 Develop a committee led by the VP of Swimming and Current L3 + officials to agree on the 
ladder approach of calling infractions 

 Have training sessions for officials that will be S&T in the summer so they understand what will 
be called and reports they will provide to coaches. 

 Leverage current pool of level 3 + officials to train and be refences for other officials to help 
improve consistency in understanding and application of rules for all pools. 

 Provide coaches an infraction report in early weeks so they could help educate kids during 
training and reduce infractions at Time Trials and Big Meet. 



 

Sample of Ladder approach to enforcing infractions but to be developed by appointed committee: 

Note to W refers to the week where the rule would be enforced. 

 Week one could be an oops week for ages 9-10 where infractions won’t be called 

 Week two could be warnings to coaches so they could inform during training 

 Week three could be where we start to enforce rules as per Swim Canada guidelines 

                **  BREASTSTROKE  **  9-10 11-12 13+ 

Butterfly kick at the start or at the turn not followed by the breaststroke kick  

More than 1 butterfly kick after the start or turn, SW 7.1  W4 W1 W1 

More than one complete cycle under the water surface, SW 7.1     

Body  not on the breast throughout the race, SW 7.2  W2 W1 W1 

Incorrect order to complete arm / leg cycle, SW 7.2  W4 W1 W1 

Non simultaneous arms or not in same horizontal plane, SW7.2 W4 W1 W1 

Elbows over water surface during the race, SW 7.3  W4 W2 W2 

Hands brought back beyond the hip line during the race, SW 7.3 W4 W1 W1 

Leg movement: legs not simultaneous ___  not in same horizontal W2 W1 W1 

plane___  , SW 7.4     
The head didn’t break the water surface during each cycle, SW 7.4 W2 W1 W1 

___ Kick:  Alternate______, downward butterfly_____, SW 7.5  W4   
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